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Abstract. We characterize the solutions of all the equations in two unknowns in the free partially 
f 
commutative monolds, and we show that the connected solutions are cyclic. Next, we define the 
transposition relation (m and n are transposed iff m = xy and n = yx) and the conjugacy relation 
(m and n are conjugate iff rnA = An). We show that the conjugacy is the transitive closure of the 
transposition and that the set of conjugacy factors is a recognizable subset of the free partially 
commutative monoid. 
R~um6. On caract6rise l s solutions de tomes les 6quations ~ deux inconnues dans les monoides 
partiellement commutatifs libres, et on montre que les solutions connexes ont cycliques. On 
d6finit ensuite les relations de transposition (m et n sont transpos6s ssi m =xy  et n = yx) et de 
conjugaison (m et n sont conjugu6s si mA = An). On montre que la conjugaison est la fermeture 
transitive de la transposition et que l'ensemble des facteurs de conjugaison est un ensemble 
reconnaissable dt~ mono'/de partiellement commutatif. 
Introduction 
Let A be a finite alphabet and 0 a symmetrical relation on the set A. We denote 
by M(A, 0) the free partially commutative monoi'd generated by the commutation 
relations ab = ba  for (a, b) e 0. These monoi'ds have been introduced by Cartier and 
Foata [1] to study rearrangements of words; in a different direction, F16 and 
Roucairol [5] have considered them for studying parallel computation. Since then, 
they have been the object of a lot of researches, concerning in particular the 
characterization f their recognizable and rational subsets [2, 3, 9, 12]. 
In this paper, we are interested in solving equations in M(A, 0). After having 
stated some general properties over the free partially commutative monoi'ds, we 
show that equations in two unknowns which are unbalanced admit only cyclic 
solutions, and that, in the case of balanced equations, the connected solutions are 
cyclic. As a consequence, we state two results already obtained in [4] concerning 
the equations m i= n j and mn= nm.  This permits us to prove that the equation 
rain j = t k with i , j ,  k I> 2 admits only cyclic solutions in the case where t is connected. 
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In the last section, we are concerned with the study of conjugacy in M(A,  0). 
We recall that two words m and n of a free monoid A* are conjugate if and only 
if they satisfy one oi ~ the two following equivalent conditions. 
(1) There exist x, y E A* such that m = xy  and n = yx. 
(2) There exists a A ~ A* such that ma = An. 
In the case of partially commutative monoids~ these two conditions are no longer 
equivalent in general. We call t ranspos i t ion the relation defined by (1) and con jugacy  
the one defined by (2). We then prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. There  exists an  integer  K such that, fo r  any  m, n e M(A ,  0),  the fo l low ing  
condi t ions  are  equiva lent :  
(i) m and n are con jugate ;  
(ii) there exist  s <~ K,  to, tl, . . . , ts ~ M(A ,  O) such that  m = to, n = ts and,  fo r  any  
i = O, 1 , . . . ,  s - 1, t~ and  t~+~ are t ransposed;  
(iii) there exist  s <~ K,  Zo, z l ,  . . . , zs ~ M(A ,  O) such that  m = Zo. . . z~, n = z~. . . Zo 
and,  fo r  any  i = O, 1 , . . . ,  s - 2 and  j=  i+2,  i+3 , . . . ,  s, zizj = z~z~. 
This theorem permits us to establish that conjugacy is the transitive closure of 
transposition. Moreover, we show that for any m, n ~ M(A, O) the set of conjugacy 
factors, that is to say the set {A s M(A, 0)] mA = An}, is a recognizable subset of 
M(A,O) .  
1. Free partial ly commutative mono'ids 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free mono'id generated by AL Let 0 ~ A x A 
be a symmetrical relation called commutat ion  relation. We denote by - the con- 
gruence in A* generated by 0, that is to say, for any u, v e A*: u - v if there exist 
a k I> 0 and words Wo, wl , . .  •, Wk ~ A*  such that u = Wo, v = Wk, and for i = 1, 2 ; . . . ,  k, 
w~_l = giabd~, w, = gtbad~ with (a, b) e 0. 
The quotient monoid of A* by --- is the f ree  part ia l ly  commutat ive  monoi 'd,  over 
A associated t6 0. It is denoted by M(A,  0). In particular, if 0 = ~, then M(A,  0) 
is isomorphic to A*. The canonical morphism from A* into M(A, 0) is denoted by 
~p. 
We denote by 1 the empty word of A* as well as its image by q~, and by A + the 
semigroup A* -{1}. For any m ~ M(A ,  0) and for any subset B of A, we denote by 
[m[B the number of occurrences of letters of m that belong to B. We call length of 
m the integer [m[A, also denoted by [m[, and we denote by alph(m) the set of letters 
occurring in m. 
The projection of A* into B* is denoted by FIn and defined as Fis(a) = a if a ~ B 
and FIB(a) = 1 otherwise. By extension we denote by FIn(m) the element q~(IIs(u)) 
where u ~ ~p-l(m). The relations A x A - 0 and B x B r~ 0 are denoted respectively 
by 0 and 0B. 
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We call noncommutations graph of B the graph denoted by (B, 0), whose vertices 
are the letters of B and whose edges are the pairs of letters of B that do not commute. 
We say that B is a clique if (B, 0) is a complete graph, that is to say, Va, b e B, 
(a, b) E ~ We denote by A1 , . . . ,  Ap the maximal cliques of A. 
Example 1.1 
A={a,b ,c ,d ,e , f} ,  
/~= {(a, b) ;  (b, a ) ;  (b, c) ; (c, b) ;  (a, c) ;  (c, a ) ;  
(b, d) ;  (d, b) ;  (d, e) ;  (e, d) ;  (c, e) ;(e, c)}. 
(A, 0) is the graph 
and the maximal cliques are 
At = {a, b, c}, A2= {b, d}, A3= {d, e}, A4 = { c, e}, As = {f}. 
For B cA ,  we call context of B the set CT(B)=I, . J i~<mAi with I (B )= 
{i ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p}l B n Ai # 0}, that is to say, the set of letters belonging to B or which 
do not commute with a letter of B. We say that the subsets B and C of A are 
independent if one of the two following equivalent conditions is satisfied: (i) 
Bc~CT(C)=0,  (ii) CnCT(B)=0.  
For any m, n ~ M(A ,  0), we denote more simply by CT(m) the context of alph(m) 
and we write m Z n if alph (m) and alph (n) are independent. In the following, Hi (u) 
stands for Ha,(U) with i~{1,2 , . . . ,p} .  
The following proposition is a modified version of the one established by Cori 
and Perrin [3]. It permits to characterize the elements of M(A,  0). 
Proposition 1.2. For any u, v ~ A*, u ~ v if  and only if  V i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, Hi(u) = Hi(v). 
ProoL (1) It suffices to prove that if u = gabd and v = gbad with (a, b)~ 0, then 
Vi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, IIi(u) = ll i(v). Let i ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p}, a and b commute so they cannot 
belong together to Ai, thus I I i (ab)= IIi(ba). Since Hi(u)= Hi(g)Il i(ab)Fli(d) and 
Hi(v) = I I i(g)Hi(ba)I I i(d), we get Hi(u)= Hi(v). 
(2) We prove the 'if' part by induction on the common length of u and v. 
Basis step ([u I -- 1). Let i be such that alph(u) c Ai; then, u =Hi (u )  =Hi (v )  = v, 
thus u ~ v. 
Induction step (lu[ > 1). u = au' with a ¢ A. For any i ¢ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p} such that 
a ~ Ai, Hi(u) = Hi(v) = alli(u'), thus Hi(v) = at. Therefore, v = v'av" with ]v'la = 0 
and I I i (v')= 1 (all the letters of v' commute with a). Let i ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p}; I I i (u)= 
lli(u') if a ~ Ai and Hi(u) = alIi(u') if a ~ Ai. In the same way, Hi(v) = IIi(v'v") if 
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a ~ Ai and Hi(v) = aHi(v") if a ~ Ai. It follows that 1-1i(u') = Hi(v'v") Vi  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p. 
By induction, u' ~ v' v", thus u = au '~ av' v"~ v' av" = v. [] 
Cod and M6tivier [2] have introduced the two following definitions: Let F= 
(wi)~=l,....e be a family of words over the alphabets (Ai)i=~,...,z We say that F is 
reconstructible if there exists a w ~ A* such that V i, 1 ~< i<~ p,/-/i(w) = wi (w is called 
a reconstructed of the family F). We say that F is quasi-reconstructible if it satisfies 
the weaker condition 
Vi, j~{1,2 , . . . ,p} :  a~AinA j  ~ Iwilo=lw lo. 
We define the product of two families (ui)i=~ ..... p and (vl)~=l ..... p belonging to 
A* x. • • × A* in the usual manner: (ui)~=l,....~(v~)i=~....,, = (uivi)~=l ..... ,. With this prod- 
uct, the set R(A, 0) (respectively QR(A, 0)) of reconstructible (respectively, quasi- 
reconstructible) families associated to A and 0 is a submonoid of A* x.  • • x A*. 
Indeed, if u and v are reconstructed from families F and G, then uv is a reconstructed 
of the family FG. (In the same way, if lu, lo = lujlo and Iv, lo -- Ivjlo, Vi, j ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p} 
such that a ~ A, c~ Aj, then lu,oilo = lu, lo + Ivilo = lujla + tvjlo = lujvjlo.) 
Now we can state a corollary to Proposition 1.2. 
Corollary 1.3. M ( A, 0) is isomorphic to R ( A, 0). 
It follows that any free partially commutative monoid can be embedded in a 
direct product of free monoids. 
This corollary allows us to write an element m of M(A, 0) as a p-uple (u l , . . . ,  Up) 
with ( ui) i= l,...,p ~ R ( A, O )( ui = Hi(m)).  If m = ( ul, . . . , up) and n = ( vl, . . . , vp ), then 
the independence ondition can be written as 
mZnC=>(Vi= 1,2, . . .  ,p, ui # l~v i= 1). 
Let F = (wi)i=l ..... p be a quasi-reconstructible family; then the graph of  occurrences 
of F, denoted ~(F) ,  is defined as follows. The vertices of the directed graph (~(F) 
are the pairs (a , i )  with a~Ak and l<~i<~lwklo and the edges are defined by 
( a, i)-~-( b, j )  if there exists a k~{1,2 , . . . ,p}  such that {a,b}CAk and the ith 
occurrence of a in Wk is immediately followed by the j th occurrence of b in Wk. 
We can now state the following result. 
Proposition 1.4. A quasi-reconstructible family F is reconstructible i f and only i f  its 
graph of  occurrences (~( F) has no cycle. 
ProoL If ~(F )  has no cycle, then (~(F) defines a partial order over the set of 
vertices. Therefore, it suffices to consider a total order compatible with this partial 
order. The word w, associated with this total order is then a reconstructed of the 
family F. 
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Now, consider the case where @(F) has a cycle of the form (a, i) ~ (b,j) ~ (a, i) 
+ • 
(where ~s the transitive closure of --,--). Suppose that w is a reconstructed of F; 
then the ith occurrence of a in w appears before the jth occurrence of b in w and 
conversely, which is impossible; thus, F~ R(A, 0). [] 
Example 1.5. Let A and/~ defined as Example 1.1. The graph of the quasi-reconstruct- 
ible family F =(bacb, bbd, de, ec, 1) is 
(b, i) - -~~(~ ~) 
and it contains the cycle 
~(b,  2) 
i:i/ 
(c, ~)- -~- (b, 2) 
(e ' i )  / 
(d, 1) 
so the family F is not reconstructible. On the other hand', the quasi-reconstructible 
family F '=  (bacb, bdb, de, ec, 1) is reconstructible because its graph has no cycle: 
(b, 1) , (a, 1) , (c, 1) , (b, 2) 
(e,) 
~ ( d ,  1 ~  
A reconstructed word is, for example, badecb. 
The two following results are consequences of Proposition 1.4. 
Proposition 1.6. Given F ~ QR(A, 0) and G ~ A*I ×" • • × A*. 
equivalences hold: 
(i) FG~QR(A,  0)¢=>G~QR(A, 0), 
(ii) FG~ R(A,  O)<=~ Fand G~ R(A,  0). 
Then the following 
Proof. (i) is trivial. 
(ii) If tSI(FG) has no cycle, then ~(F)  which is the restriction of (~(FG) to the 
set of vertices of ~(F )  and ~(G)  which is the restriction to the set of remaining 
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vertices also have no cycle. Then, by Proposition 1.4, we have the second part of 
the proposition. [] 
Proposition 1.7. Let k~N\O and F~A* lX . . .xA* .  Then FkeR(A,O)  iff F~ 
R(A,O). 
Proof. The 'if" part is obvious. 
The 'only if' part follows from Proposition 1.6. Indeed, if FkE R(A, 0), then 
F k ~ QR(A, 0). Since k ~ 0, F ~ QR(A, 0), setting G = F k-I we can apply the second 
assertion of Proposition 1.6 which completes the proof. [] 
A subset B of A is said to be connected if the graph (B, 0) is connected. By 
extension, m ~ M(A,  0) is connected if alph(m) is connected. Let C1, . . . ,  Ct be the 
connected components of (alph(m), 0). Then, m can uniquely be written as a product 
of connected elements mj of M(Cj, Ocj) (l<~j~<l) each commuting to another: 
m = m~... ml (mj= IIc~(m)). 
Afterwards we see that this condition of connectedness often appears when one 
has to solve equations. The previous remark shows that it is not restrictive since we 
have m = n if and only if m and n have the same connected components C I , . . . ,  C~ 
and, Vj= 1, 2,.. . ,  1, Hcj(m)=Ilcj(n). Therefore, it suffices to solve the equation 
for the different projections over the connected components. The original solution 
of the equation is then obtained as the product of the l connected solutions. 
In any monoid M, we say that a subset X of M is recognizable if there exists a 
finite monoid F and a morphism f :  M ~ F which saturates X, that is to say, such 
that f -~f(X)  = X. We denote by Rec(M) the family of all recognizable subsets of M. 
Connectedness then also appears as a sufficient condition of recognizability in
M(A, 0). Cod and Pert'in [3] have shown that Rec(M(A, 0)) is closed under the 
product and Mftivier [9] has proved the following result. 
Theorem 1.8. Let X be a recognizable subset of M(A,  0). If, for any m belonging to 
X, m is connected, then X* is recognizable. 
The following statement on connected graphs (which is easy to prove) wilt be 
very useful later. 
Proposition 1.9. Let G = ( V, E)  be a connected graph and let f :  V-> R be an application 
on V. I f  f (x) = f(y) for all (x, y) belonging to E, then f is constant. 
2. Equations in two unhowns  
We call equation in two unknowns u and v an equation e= e' with e, e' ~ {u, v}*. 
It is said to be balanced if [e[~ = le'l,, and lelo--le'l , and we say that m and 
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n ~ M(A,  0) satisfy e = e' if this equality holds in M(A,  0) when u and v are 
substituted for m and n respectively. 
The fo l lowing theorem permits us to solve any equation in two unknowns.  
Moreover, it shows, in the case of  an unbalanced equation, that the result obtained 
in the free mono id  (two words satisfying an equation in two unknowns are powers 
of a common third word) remains true. 
Theorem 2.1. Let e = e' be an equation in the two unknowns u and v. 
(1) I f  e = e' is unbalanced, then m and n ~ M ( A, O) satisfy the equation iff  there 
exist t~ M(A ,  0), a , /3~N such thatm= t '~, n= t o and ,( lel~-Ie'l~) =/3(le'lo-lel~). 
(2) I f  e = e' is balanced, then m and n ~ M(A ,  O) satisfy the equation iff for  all 
connected components C of  m and C'  o f  n that are not independent, he two following 
conditions hoM : 
(i) C = C' ,  
(ii) 3t  ~ M(  C, Oc), a,/3 ~N such that 1-lc(m) = t ~ and 1-1c(n) = t ~. 
Proof. One can easily verify that the condit ions are sufficient. Now, let m = 
(u~, . . . ,  up) ~ M(A ,  0) and n = (v l , . . . ,  vp) e M(A ,  0) satisfying e = e'. For any 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, u, and v, satisfy an equation in two unknowns in the free mono id  
A*, thus there exist z, ~ A~-, a~,/3, eN such that u~ = zT', v, = z~, and (lel,, - le' l , ,)~,-- 
(le'l~- lelo)/3,. 
(1) If  e = e' is unbalanced,  then either (lel,, -le'[,.) or (lelo -le'lo) is different from 
zero. Suppose that lel.. -le'l~ ~ 0; then Yi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, 
~, le'lo-lelo 
~-  lel~-le' l . , - /3 
with gcd{a,/3} = 1, so there exists a ~,, ~ N such that ai = 3~,a and/3, = ~/,/3. 
Set w, = z~',; then (wi) ~'=l.....p = (u~)~fl,....p ~ R(A, 0). From Proposition 1.7 it follows 
that (w,)~fl....,p ¢ R(A,  0). Setting t = (w l , . . . ,  Wp), we obtain m = t" and n = t a. 
(2) e = e' is balanced. Let Ak ~ {a, b} such that a ~ C and b ~ C': lmla = aklzklo # 0 
and Inlb =/3klzklb~0, so Izklo and Iz~lb are different from zero. It fol lows that 
Imlb = ~klzklb ~ 0 and Inla ----/3~lz~la # 0; that is to say, b ~ C and a ~ C'. From the 
connectedness of C and C', we can proceed as above for all the letters of  C and 
C', and we obtain C = C'. Let I = {i ¢ {1, 2 , . . . ,  p}l Ai n C # 0} and let i , j  ~ I such 
that there exists a c ~ A, n Aj; then 
]mlc = ~,lz, lo = ,,jlzjlo and Inlo =/3,1z, lo =/3jlzjlc, 
thus a~//3~ = o9//3 j. From connectedness, this equality holds for any i and j  belonging 
to L Let t~ = gcd{a~},~1 and/3 = gcd{/3,},~1; then we end the proof  in the same way 
as in (1), setting t=(w~, . . . ,  wp) with w~=z'{, if i~ I ,  and w,=l  otherwise. [] 
As a consequence,  we can deduce the two fol lowing corollaries, obtained by direct 
methods in [4]. 
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Corollary 2.2. For any m, n ~ M(A ,  O) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) =li, j ~N* such that m i= n j. 
(ii) 3t  ~ M(A ,  0), a,/3 ~ N such that m = t ~ and n = t ~. 
An element m ~ M(A ,  O) is primitive if it is not a power of another element (i.e., 
m ~ 1 and m -- ta~/3  = 1). We denote by r(m) the root of m in M(A,  0), i.e., the 
unique primitive element r(m) ~ M(A ,  O) such that m = r(m) ~ (the unicity is proved 
by the previous result)• 
For any m ~ M(A,  0), we denote by C(m)  the commutator of m, that is to say, 
the set { n ~ M ( A, O ) l nm = mn }. 
Corollary 2.3. Given m ~ M(A,  O) and its connected components C1, . . . ,  Ct; then 
C(m)  = r(ml)* . . . r (ml ) * (A -  CT(m))* where, for each i ~ {1, 2, . . . ,  l}, mi = Flc,(m). 
Proof. An element n belongs to C(n)  iff C~, . . . ,  Ct are connected components of 
n, each n~ = Hc,(n)  is a power of the root of m,  and the projection of n on the set 
of letters which commute with every letter of alph(m) is arbitrary. [] 
It follows that C(m)  is a finitely generated submonoid of M. The closure of 
Rec(M(A, 0)) under product and Theorem 1.8 permit us to show that C(m)  is a 
recognizable subset of M(A, 0). 
In [8], Lyndon and Schutzenberger have shown that, in the free monoid, the 
equation m ~n j = t k with i, j, k ~> 2 admits only cyclic solutions (that is, m, n, t are 
powers of a common word). The following theorem shows that, under connectedness 
hypotheses, this result remains true in M(A, 0). 
Theorem 2.4. Let t be a connected element of  M(A ,  0). Then for  any m, n e M(A ,  O) 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) =ii, j, k~ 2 such that min j=  t k, 
(ii) 3a,  fl, y E N, :lw ~ M(A ,  O) such that m = w ~, n = w e, and t = wL 
Proof. The implication ( i i )~( i )  is obvious. Now, we set m =(xb . . . ,  xp), n = 
(Yl,- • -, Yp) and t = (z l , . . . ,  zp). I f  min j = t k, then for each l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, x~y~ = z~. 
From the result in the free monoi'ds A* , . . . ,  Ap*, it follows that, for each l = 
• = =u,  u? , .  1,2, . .  ,p, there exist ut~A-~, at, /31, yI~N such that xt u t ,  Yt zt = 
Therefore, m, rg t satisfy the equations mt= tm and nt = tn; that is, m and n belong 
to the commutator C(t) .  Now t is connected, alph(m) and alph(n) are included in 
alph(t), thus by applying Corollary 2.3 the result holds with w = r(t). [] 
3. Conjugacy 
We define two relations c£ and ~ on M(A, O) setting for each m, n e M(A, 0): 
(1) m~nC=~3x, y~ M(A ,  O) such that m =xy  and n =yx. The elements m and n 
are said to be transposed. 
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(2) m~ n <:> :lA ~ M(A,  O) such that mA = An. The elements m and n are said to 
be conjugate, and A is said to be a conjugacy-factor f (m, n). 
I f  0 = 0, that is to say, if we are in the free monoid,  then these two relations are 
equal. More precisely, we have for any m and n belonging to A*: 
( ,)  there exists a A e A* such that mA = An iff there exist unique words x e A* 
and y e A +, integers r ~ ~ and k ~ N such that xy is a primitive word, m = (xy) ~, 
n = (yx) ~, and A = (xy)kx (see [6]). 
Proposition 3.1. (1) cg is reflexive and symmetrical 
(2) ~ is reflexive and transitive. 
(3) c~ is included in ~.  
Proof. (1) is trivial. 
(2) ~ is obviously reflexive, and if mA = An and n/~ =/~t, then m(A/~)= (A/~)t, 
so ~ is transitive. 
(3) I f  m =xy and n =yx ,  then mx=xn.  [] 
The fol lowing result characterizes the two relations c~ and ~.  
Proposition 3.2. Let m = (U l , . . . ,  up) and n = (V l , . . . ,  vp) be elements belonging to 
M(A ,  0). Then we have: 
(1) m and n are transposed iff Vi  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p there exist two words x~, y~ ~ A* such 
that u~ = xiyi, v~ = yix~, and (xi)~=~,...,p e QR(A,  0). 
(2) m and n are conjugate iff Vi  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p there exist unique words x~, y~ ~ A* 
and integers ri, ~ ~ such that u~ (x~yi) ~, v~- (y~x~) , (x~y~) primitive in A* and 
((XO~,)k'x,),ffil ..... p ~ QR(A,  0). 
Proof. (1) I f  m = xy and n = yx, setting x = (x l , . . . ,  xp) and y = (Yl, • • •, Y,), we get 
the result. Conversely,  if (u~)i~l,...,, = (x~v~)i=l,...,p e R(A ,  0) with (x~)~=l,...,p 
QR(A, 0), then by Proposit ion 1.6, (xi)~=~ ..... p ~ R(A,  0) and (Y~)~=l,...,p ~ R(A,  0). Let 
x = (Xl, . .  •, xp) ~ M(A ,  0) and y = (Yl,. .  •, Y,) ~ M(A ,  0); then m = xy and n = yx. 
(2) I f  mA = An, setting A = (A1,. •. ,  A,), assertion (*) appl ied in every A* enables 
us to conclude. Conversely,  let At = (X~v~)k'xi, ~ = r~l~ + fl~ be the eucl idean division 
of ~ by r~ and/z~ = yi(x0,~) ~M-l,)r'-!-~', where M= sup~=~,...,p ~;  then, (ui)iffi~....,pM = 
(A~/~)~=l,...,p e R(A,  0) with (A~)~=~,...,p E QR(A,  0). So, by Proposit ion 1.6, (A~)iffil,...,p 
R(A, 0) and (/~i)~ffil ..... 1, ~ R(A ,  0). Setting A = (A~)~ffil,...,p and/~ = (p~)~=~,....~, we have 
mA =An and/~m = n/~. [] 
The fol lowing proposi t ion justifies the term of conjugacy given to the relation ~.  
Proposition 3.3. The conjugacy relation ~ is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. From Proposit ion 3.1, it suffices to prove that ~ is a svmmetrical relation, 
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and this follows from the proof of assertion (2) of Proposition 3.2, since, if mA = An, 
then there exists a/~ such that/.~rn = n/z. [] 
The following statement gives us a necessary and sufficient condition on 0, under 
which the result that two elements are transposed iff they are conjugate, which is 
true in the free monoid,  remains true in M(A, 0). 
Proposition 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M(A,  0) is a direct product o f  free mono?ds. 
(ii) ~g = ~. 
(iii) cg is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. ( i )~( i i )  Let M(A,  0) = A* x - -  • x A*, and, for m, n ~ M(A, 0), u~ = lI~(m), 
v~ = II i(n). We have m~ n ¢:> u~v~ Vi  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p. Now, cg and ~ restricted to A* 
are equal, so m ~ n <:C, V i = 1,2 , . . .  , p, u~ Cg v~ Cr} m r£ n. 
( i i )~( i i i )  follows from Proposition 3.3. 
( i i i )~( i )  Suppose that M(A, 0) is not a direct product of free monoids, that is 
to say, that Ois not a transitive relation; then there exist a, b, c ~ A such that (a, b) e~ 0, 
(b, c)~ 0, and (a, c)~ 0. We have abcCgcab and cabCgcba since abc~(ab) (c ) ,  cab.'-. 
(c)(ab) ~ (a)(cb),  and cba ~ (cb)(a).  Nevertheless, abc and cba are not transposed, 
thus cg is not an equivalence relation. [] 
It is easy to see that two elements m and n are conjugate (respectively, transposed) 
if and only if they have the same connected components C~, . . . ,  C~ and if, for each 
j=  1, 2 , . . . ,  l, mj and nj are conjugate (respectively, transposed) in M(Cj ,  Ocj). 
Moreover, if 3E ( m, n ) (respectively, 3~j (mj, nj)) designates the set of conjugacy factors 
of (m, n) (respectively, (mj, nj)) belonging to M(A, 0) (respectively, M(Cj ,  Oct)) ,
then the following equality holds: 
3E(m, n )= 3~1(ml, nl) . . . Xi( mt, nl)( A -  CT( m ) )*. (**) 
Thus, in the sequel, we can restrict our study to elements m, n such that alph(m) = 
alph(n) = A where (A, 0) is connected. 
Proposition 3.5. For any m, n ~ M ( A, 0), m and n are conjugate iff  their roots r( m ) 
and r( n ) are conjugate and if  there exists an a E N* such that m = r( m ) ~ and n = r( n ) ~. 
Moreover, the equality ~(m,  n )= ~.(r(m),  r(n)) holds. 
Q, 
Proof. The condition is sufficient. Indeed, if r(m)A = Ar(n), then mA = r(m)~A = 
r(m)~'- lAr(n) . . . . .  Ar(n) ~ = An, and we have 3E(r(m), r(n))  c ~(m,  n). Con- 
versely, let m = (u,)i=~ ..... p, n = (vi)i=l,:..,p, r (m) = (zi),=~,...,p and r(n) = (t~)~=l,...,p with 
u~ = z7 and vl = t~ '¢i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p. I f  m and n are conjugate, then, by Proposition 
3.2, u~ = (xiy~)" and v~ = (yix~)', with (x~y~) primitive; thus there exist p~ and q~ such 
that z~ = (x~yi) p,, ti = (y~x~) q,with p~/q~ = f l /a  Vi  = 1, 2 , . . .  ,p. Now, r (m)  and r(n) 
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are primitive, so gcd{p~}~=~ ..... p = gcd{qs}s=~,...,p = 1.Therefore, Ps = q~ Vi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p 
and a =ft. Let A =(Ai)~=l ..... , ~ £(m, n); then As = (Xcvs)k'xi; therefore, we deduce 
from Proposition 3.2 that r (m) and r(n) are conjugate by A; thus, 3~(rn, n )~ 
3~(r(m), r(n)). 
With this result, we can first study the conjugacy in the case of primitive and 
connected elements m and n belonging to M(A, 0). We then have the following 
results. 
Lemma 3.6. Let m, n ~ M ( A, 0), primitive and connected over A. I f  m and n are 
conjugate, then, for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, there exist unique words X~, Y~ ~ A* such 
that the following conditions hold: 
( 1 ) ui = Xi Yi, vs = YiXi, where m = (us) and n = (vs). 
(2) =lkl, k~, . . . , kp  such that, for each h~3~(m,n), =Item, A=mt/~ with lz= 
((X~Y~)~'Xs)s=~,...,p ~ X(m,  n) and inf~=~,...,p ks =0. 
Moreover, ira ~ Ai n Ag, then either ks = ky and ]Xi[, = [X~[o r lq- = ~ + 1 (respectively 
/~= ~. + 1), and IXsla =o.  Ix~l~ =]m[~ (respectively Ix, Iv = Imlo. I xAo- -o ) .  
Proof. Let A ~ ~(m, n). Then Vi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, =lxs e A*, Ys e A +, rs ~ N, Is e I~1 such 
that xsys primitive, us = (x~y~)~, 14 = (y~x~)~, and A~ = (xsy~)t,x~. Let Is = rsks+13i with 
1>0 and rs > fls 1> 0 be the euclidean division of I~ by r~. Let X~ = (x~vi)',xi and 
Y~ = yi(x~ys)~,~-"-~; then us = X~Y~, vs = Y-~X~, and A~ = (X~y~)k'x~. We now show that 
this decomposition is unique. Let /z  = (/z~)~=x,..., n e3~(m, n); then /-~s = (xo's)h'xs. In 
the same way hs = rik[ + fl[ with k[/> 0 and rs > fl[ I> 0. If a ~ As r~ Aj, then IA~[. = [AjI~, 
I~slo = I~1o, and [Ui[ a -~-In, Iv; thus, 
l, lx~vsl. + Ixsl. = ljlxjyjla + Ixjl~. 
h, lx~,la + Ix, l~ = h~lxjy~l~ + Ixjl~, and r, lx~sl~ = rjlxjyjl~. 
Therefore, ( ls -h i ) / r l  = ( / j -h j ) / J ) ,  and, by connectedness, this equality holds for 
every i, j e (1 ,2 , . . . ,p}  (see Proposition 1.9). Now m is primitive, thus 
gcd{rs}~=l .....p = 1; then there exists t ~Z such that, Vi= 1, 2 , . . .  ,p, l~-hs = tr, that 
is to say, fl~ = fli and kf = ~- - t, thus/.~i = (X~y~)k"xs. The unicity of X~ and Y~ is 
then proved. Denoting by g the conjugacy factor of (m, n) of minimal ength (i.e., 
infsfl,...,p k~ = 0), we get the first part of the lemma. 
Now, if a ~ Ai c~ Aj, then IA,I. = IAjlo, thus ki lX igi[a + [Xila = kg[X j Yj[a + [Xj[a, but 
IxsY, lo = IxjYjIo = Im[o and 0-< Ix, Iv, Ix~lo ~<lmla; therefore, if ~> kj, we get 
o ~ I~-  ~l lx ,  Y,l~ = IXjl~- Ix, lo ~lmL. 
We have now verified the two cases announced in the lemma. [] 
The diameter D(A)  of A is the maximum for (a, b) ~ A x A of the lengths of the 
shortest paths connecting a and b in the connected graph (A, O). 
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Remark 3.7. If  (A~)~ffi~.....e is a covering by cliques of  (A, O) and if f :  {1, 2 , . . . ,  p}--> 
is an appl ication satisfying for each i, j s{1 ,2 , . . . ,p}  such that A~A~O,  
I f( i) - f ( J ) l  <~ 1, then 
0<~ sup f ( i ) -  inf  f ( i )<~D(A).  
i~  l,... ,p i~  l , . . . ,p 
Let m and n be connected;  we say that they are s-conjugate if there exists a 
A = (A~)~=~,...,p such that for every i=  1, 2 , . . .  ,p  there exist X~, Y~ ~ A* such that 
u~ = X~Y~, v~ = Y~Xi, and A~ = (X~y~)k'x~ with sup/q - in f  k~ < s. In particular, m and 
n are 1-conjugate iff they are transposed. If m and n are primitive, then Lemma 
3.6 and Remark 3.7 prove that such a decomposi t ion always exists with sup ~-  
infk~ < D(A) ;  so, m and n are conjugate iff they are D(A) -conjugate.  Moreover 
we have the fol lowing property. 
Proposition 3.8. Let m and n be primitive, connected over A and s-conjugate; then 
there exist Zo, . . . ,  Zs ~ M(A ,  0) such that m = Zo...  z~, n = z~...  Zo with z~Zzj (i.e., z~ 
independent of z~), Wi=O, 1 , . . . ,  s -2  and V j= i+2, i+3 , . . . ,  s. Furthermore, 
X(m, n)= m*(zo. . . z~-l) . . . (ZoZl)(Zo). 
Proof. Let (X~, Y~)~=I,...,, be the decomposit ion given by Lemma 3.6. Let /z = 
(/z~)~ffil,..,p~(m, n) of min imal  length. Then, p~=(X~y~)k'x~ with in f /q-=0 and 
sup ~ = s - 1. Then we set, for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, 
0 z~ = X~ if/q- = s - 1 and 1 otherwise, 
z~ = Y~ if k~ = 0 and 1 otherwise, 
and, for r = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s -  1, 
f Y~ if/q- = s -  r, 
z~= X~ i f~=s- r -1 ,  
1 otherwise. 
Using the second part of  Lemma 3.6, we can prove that, for each r = 0, 1 , . . . ,  s, 
r ~ 0 s (zi)~fl,...,p is quasi-reconstructible. Furthermore, Vi = 1, 2 , . . .  ,p, u~ z i . . .  zi, v~ 
z,...s z,,° thus (z ° . . .  zS,),=l ..... ~ R(A, 0) with (z',),~,...,p~QR(A, 0) Vr=0,  1 , . . . , s .  
Applying Proposit ion: l .6 s times successively, we prove that (z~')~ffil,...,p is recon- 
structible in a zre M(A,  0) for r=0,  1 , . : . ,  s. So we have m =Zo. . .  zs and n = 
zs. . .  Zo. Now, by construction, we have z, Zzj Vr=0,1 , . . . , s -2  and V j= 
r + 2, r + 3 , . . . ,  s. Indeed, Vr = 0, 1 , . . . ,  s - 2, if z~ ~ 1, then/q- = s - r or ~ = s - r -  1, 
and if ~ ~ 1, then ~- = s - j  or/q. = s - j -  1. Therefore, i f j  ~> r + 2, then/q. <~ s - r -  2; 
thus, we cannot have at the same time z~ # 1 and ~ ~ 1. 
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It is also easy to verify that /z~=(z, °. ,-1 0 o 1 o z  ) (z , . .  z~ -2) i.e., . . . . . . ( z , z , ) ( z , ) ,  ~= 
(Zo... zs_~).. .  (ZoZ~)(Zo). Using the fact that ~(m, n) = m*/z, we have concluded the 
proof. [] 
Corollary 3.9. For any m, n ~ M(A ,  0), ~(m, n) is a recognizable subset of  M(A ,  0). 
ProoL I f  m and n are not conjugate, then 3~(m, n)=f l~ Rec(M(A, 0)). Otherwise, 
from assertion (**) and Proposition 3.5, it suffices to prove it in the case where m 
and n are primitive and connected; but then, ~(m, n) = m*(zo. . ,  z,_~). . .  (zozl)(Zo). 
Therefore, using Theorem 1.9, we get the result. [] 
We may notice that C(m)  = ~(m, m); so, we obtain in a different way the result 
proved in the second part concerning the commutator of an element. 
The following result generalizes to imprimitive lements, the decomposition given 
by Proposition 3.8. 
Proposition 3.10. Let m and n be connected elements of M(A ,  0). I f  r(m) and r(n) 
are s-conjugate, then for each a >>- 1, m = r( m) ~ and n = r(n)" are r-conjugate with 
r= Is~a] (where Is~a] designates the upper integer part of  s / a ). Furthermore, if 
r (m)=Zo. . . zs  and r (n )=z~. . .Zo  with z iZz jV i=O,  1 , . . . , s -2 ,  and V j= 
i+2, i+3 , . . . ,  s, then m= to. . .  tr, n= t,. . . to with 
to  = ( zo ) (  z ,  zo ) (  z :  :o )  . . . ( z , , _ : , , _~ . . . Zo) ,  
t ,  = (z~z~_ ,  . .  . z , _ , ) , ,+ , ) (  z ,~ ,+,  . . .  z , _ ,~+~)  . . .  ( z ,+ , )~_ ,  . . .  z,~) 
for i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  r -2 ,  
t,_, = (z<,_,)~... z<,_2),,+,)... (z,_,... z~_~) 
( z , .  . . z , _ , ,+ , ) (zs .  . . z , _~,+~)  . . . ( zs .  . . z , _ , , )  
and 
t~ = (zs .  . . z , _ , , .+ , )  . . . ( z , z~_ , ) ( z , ) .  
We thus have 6Ztj Vi  =0, 1 , . . . ,  r -2 ,  V j= i+2,  i+3 , . . . ,  r. 
For a better understanding of this result, we can illustrate it in the following way. 
We consider a new alphabet B = Zo,. . . ,  zs and a commutation relation p defined 
by (B,/~) :Zo---zl--z2--- . . . .  z~. The set of all the possible writings of m = r(m) '~ = 
(Zo • • • zs)" over the alphabet B can be represented by the graph of the reconstructible 
family ((ZoZl) a, (ztz2)" , . . . ,  (Zs_lZs) ~) in M(B,  ~). For example, if s = 7 and a =3, 
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then m is represented by the fol lowing graph: 
Likewise, n = r (n)"  = (z~... Zo)" is represented by 
The decomposi t ion given by Proposit ion 3.10 corresponds to grouping the elements 
as shown in this diagram. 
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Let r (m)=(wl , . . . ,wp) ,  r (n )=( t l , . . . , tp ) ,  m= 
(u l , . . . ,  Up), and n=(v l , . . . ,  vp). We know that, Vi= l ,2 , . . . ,p ,  wi=x~,i ,  ti=y~xi, 
and there exists a /q  such that (Ai)i=l ..... p = ((x~yi)~%)~=l,...,p ~ R(A ,  O) with sup ~ < s 
and inf ~ = 0. For every i~  1, 2, . . . ,  p, let/q = lia + fl~ with l~ I> 0 and with a >/3~ ~> 0 
the eucl idean division o f /q  by t~. We set X~ = (x~v~)#'xi, Y~ = y~(x~v~)O-#'-~; then we 
have ui = w'{ = X iY i ,  v~ = t~ = Y .~,  and Ai = (XiY~)I'Xi ; but /q  <~ s - 1 and fl~ I-- 0 thus 
lit~ <~ s - 1. Therefore, li <~ (s - 1) /a  < I s~a]  = r. 
Furthermore, infiffil,...,p l~ = 0, thus m and n are r-conjugate. Using the properties 
zizj = zjz~ V i  = O, 1 , . . . ,  s - 2 and Vj = i + 2, i + 3 , . . . ,  s, proceeding from the relat ions 
z~Zzj.it is easy to verify the second part of the proposit ion. [] 
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Corollary 3.11. Let  m and n be connected over A. I f  m and n are conjugate, then, fo r  
each a >>- D(  A ), m ~ and n ~ are transposed. 
Proof. m ~ and n ~ are r-conjugate with r= Is~ritz] where m=r(m)  ~, n=r(n)  ~, 
and r (m)  and r (n)  are s-conjugate with s <~ D(A) .  I f  a I> D(A) ,  then r = [ s / f la  ] = 1, 
thus m" and n ~ are transposed. [] 
Now we can prove the Theorem stated in the Introduct ion,  in the special case 
where m and n are connected over the a lphabet A. 
Theorem 3.12. For  any m, n ~ M ( A,  O) connected over A,  and fo r  any 0 < s <~ D(  A ), 
the fol lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) :~to, . . . , ts e M(A ,  0) such that m = to Cat~ Ca" • • Cats-~ Cats = n, 
(ii) m and n are s-conjugate, 
(iii) 3Zo, . . . , zs ~ M(A ,  O) such that m = zo. . . z~, n = z~. . . Zo, and V i  = 
0, 1 , . . . ,  s -2 ,  '¢ j=  i+2,  i+3 , . . . ,  s, ziZz~. 
Proof. We prove the result by induct ion on s. I f  s = 1, then by definition of Ca, we 
have (i) ¢:> (ii) ¢* (iii). Let s > 1. 
( i i i )~( i ) :  Let t = (Zs_mZs)Zs_2.. .  ZIZo" ~ then by induct ion there exist to , . . . ,  t~_~ 
M(A,  0) such that m = to Cat~ Ca- • • Cats-x = t. Now 
t = (zs - , zs -2 . . .  ZiZo)(Zs) Can = (zs ) (zs_ , . . .  Z~Zo) 
which proves the implication. 
( i )~( i i ) :  By induct ion,  we have ts-1 = (w~)i=l.....p and m = (ui)i=l....,p are ( s -1 ) -  
conjugate and ts-1 Can, n = (vi)i=~,...,p ; thus, for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, 3x~, x~ ~ A*, 
_ I p _ r I I E y,,y[¢AT, ~N such that ui=xo,~, w~=yvx i -  y~xi, v i -x iy~,  (Yi)~=l....., QR(A, 0), 
and ((Xt,vi)k'xi)i=l ..... , ~ QR(A,  0), with supi=~ ..... p ~- -infi=~.....p ~ < s -  1. 
Let I={i¢{1, ,p}l ly ,  ., then, V i= 1,2, . ,p ,  3z i~A*  suchthat  - ' . . . . .  Yi -- yizi  
and x~ = zix~ if i ~ I, and such that y[ = y~z~ and xi = z~[ if i~ I. Set Xi = x~,[, Y~ = z~, 
hi = ~ if i~ I, and  Xi  = zi, Y~ =x~y,  hi = ~+ 1 if i~ I. Then we have ui =X~,  
v~ = Y~X~ Y i= 1, 2 . . . .  ,p  and supi=~ ..... p hi - inf i f f i l  ..... 1, h~<s. 
Let Ai=(X i~)h ,x i ;  using the hypotheses that (Y~)i=~ ..... p~QR(A,O)  and 
((xO,~)k'x~)i=~,...,peQR(A, 0), it is easy to verify that (A~)~=~,...,p~QR(A, 0) which 
completes the proo f  of  the impl icat ion ( i )~( i i ) .  
Now, the impl icat ion ( i i )~( i i i )  fol lows from Proposit ion 3.10. [] 
In order to obta in the Theorem stated in the Introduction, it suffices to set 
K = supi=l ..... l D (C i ) ,  where (Ci)i=l ..... t are the connected components  of (A, 0), and 
to notice that if m = ml . . .  rnh, n = n l . . .  nh with mj = ~. . .  ~ and nj = ~ j . . .  ~ Yj = 
1 ,2 , . . . ,h ,  then setting 4=1 if i>s j  and z~=(z[ . . . z~)  V i=0,1 , . . . , s  where 
s = supj=~ ..... h Sj, we get m = z0 . . .  zs and n = zs . . .  Zo. The condit ions z~Zzj Y i  = 
0, 1 , . . . ,  s -2  and Vj = i +2,  i +3 , . . . ,  s remain satisfied. A similar construction can 
be made to obtain the elements to , . . . ,  ts f rom the elements (t~)j=~ ..... h;i=~ ..... sj. 
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Corollary 3.13. The conjugacy relation is the transitive closure of the transposition 
relation. 
Proof. Let qg* be the transitive closure of cg. We have cg c ~ and ~ transitive, thus 
Conversely, the previous theorem shows that ~ c cCr c ~*. [] 
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